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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
What little has been done in the area of baseball economics
questions the effectiveness of the reserve clause in enhancing competitive
conditions.

Under this clause a team can renew a player's contract for

the following year at a price fixed by the team, with the only stipulation
being that the current salary must be at least 75 percent of last year's
1
.
f igure.

This paper, however, will diverge from the usual theme into an

investigation of the factors determining a team's success at the gate.
Many teams are victimized financially by meager attendance.

On the surface,

baseball attendance appears to be highly unpredictable particularly when
one views the changing location patterns within the sport, a direct
consequence of poor attendance projections.
What makes a city a good baseball town?

In recent years the Los

Angeles Dodgers and the New York Mets have experienced consistently high
attendance irrespective of their playing records, while the Baltimore
Orioles, a perennial contender for the American League flag, struggle to
draw a million.

Clearly, a team with a high winning percentage can

theoretically expect to draw more fans to the ballpark as long as the
outcome of any particular game remains relatively uncertain.

No one can

dispute that winning is an important ingredient in the drawing power of a
1 simon Rottenberg, "The Baseball Players' Labor Market," Journal
of Political Economy, LXIV (June, 1956), 245.
1
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major league baseball team; but other factors are clearly significant,
even though at times we may be hard pressed to disentangle the factor
interactions to see the inner workings of the "black box" mechanism.
Perhaps some cities lack that intangible something which makes for a
sports-m~nded

population?

The possibilities are infinite, but fortunately

the model developed in the succeeding pages has fairly high predictive
capabilities while employing only seventeen variables.
Data limitations due to the extensive nature of the model (in
terms of the number of independent variables) reduced the sample size to
the years 1966-1969.

Unfortunately, the effects of the 1969 expansion

prove to be very nebulous since, in addition to expanding, the two leagues
divided into divisions that year--the latter move providing for better
competition, while the expansion, ceteris paribus, hindered attempts to
improve competitive spirit.

Nonetheless, the results are encouraging

and provide the groundwork for further research into the demand for
baseball.

CHAPTER II

THE MODEL LOGIC
This section will present the logical framework on which the mo_del
is constructed, i.e., essentially the intuitive reasoning for including
each variable, together with the anticipated effect

thereof~

Before

delving into the included variables, however, comment is necessary on the
noticeable omission of price from the model.

The rudiments of microeconomics

stress that demand is a function of price, and baseball is no exception.
Baseball prices, however, are very uniform throughout the major leagues,
making inference on the effect of changing ticket prices next to impossible.
The demand function developed in this paper therefore represents an attempt
to estimate the demand for baseball while holding price constant.

Had

price been included in the model, the associated elasticity estimate
would have been highly unreliable since the variance among ticket prices
. so ins1gn1
.
.
. f"icant. 1
is

Team Characteristics and Policies
A winner is more popular than a loser, thus teams with high winning
percentages can be expected to draw better at the gate.

This is true even

for teams who are having a disappointing season, if the last few years
have produced winners.

Under these circumstances, fans will continue to

1 Additionally, income and travel time are measures of price, since
the biggest cost of attendipg a game is the opportunity cost of time.
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attend since a complete reversal in their team's quality of play is·
expected momentarily.

In light of the above, the model includes lagged

winning percentage as well as the current year's figure.
In addition to the team's overall quality of play, the presence
of superstars will draw more fans to the ballpark.

Fans enjoy viewing

the individual play of the top names in the sport, whether their fame
is the result of pitching, batting, speed, or defense.

To avoid any
'

bias in evaluating whether or not a player is classified as' a star, the
number of All-Stars on each team was used as a proxy.

This would seem

to be a fairly good indicator of the true stars, since the players
themselves participated in the All-Star balloting during this period.
While the number of All-Stars may overstate the number of true stars in
the game, the numbers will provide a good indication of the team's
relative strengths in this area.
Aside from the quality of play, the team's policy on the televising
of home games is a seemingly important variable.

Many fans will be

content to watch the game on television if that opportunity is available
to them.

In terms of the model, home television is defined as televising

more than ten home games a year.

Since the overwhelming majority of the

major league teams have no home television, the magnitude of the television
effect will be difficult to determine, but home television would seem to be
detrimental to attendance.
The League Race
Perhaps even more significant than a team's quality of play as
denoted by its winning percentage is the associated absolute value of
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games behind.

Even if a team is not playing exceptionally well, at.tend-

ance will be high as long as the team has a decent chance of making the
playoffs.

Divisional winners with winning percentages of .550 have not

been uncommon in recent years, thus the games behind concept has become
increasingly important since 1969.

Extremely high winning percentages

can in fact be detrimental to attendance, in the case where a team
clinches first place early in the season making uncertainty minimal.
A case in point is the 1969 edition of the Baltimore Oriolea, who finished
nineteen games ahead with a .673 winning percentage, but drew only
1,058,168.
Metropolitan Characteristics
Undoubtedly the variable carrying the greatest weight in today's
baseball location decisions is the population of the metropolitan area.
Assuming that all individuals have the same taste for baseball, an increase
in the population of the metropolitan area by a factor of k will lead to
an increase in attendance of A0 (k-1)
where A0
.

=

SPOP, the assumption

being that the same fraction (S) of the population (POP) will attend
baseball games regardless of the population level.

Thus, a high populated

area, ceteris paribus, will make for a more attractive baseball town than
one with a smaller population.
An equally important aspect of population, and one consistently

overlooked, is the density of the metropolitan area.

Assuming that the

cities under consideration have approximately the same metropolitan
population, the city with the highest population density would be preferable, all other factors being equal.

As density increases, the average

6
city resident has a shorter drive to the stadium, and, additionally,
2
.
to t h e game b ecomes a very rea 1 poss1"b"l"
1 ity.
wa lk ing
Superficially, stadium capacity appears to rank immediately behind
population in terms of influencing location decisions.
capacity places an upper limit on attendance.

As

Without a doubt,

stadium capacity

increases, attendance can be expected to rise, since the high ticket
demand for key contests can now be more readily satisfied.

Note, however,

that the marginal attendance of capacity is a decreasing function, since
additions to capacity have less of an impact on attendance as the base
capacity figure increases.
Weather conditions, in all probability,

~ave

some effect on

attendance, although not to be same degree as in football where cancellations are unheard of.

The prospect of a rain cancellation may deter fans

from turning out, since the opportunity cost associated with attending
the game may outweigh the expected benefits under these conditions.

Cool

temperatures may also dampen attendance, since baseball fans seem to
think of the sport in terms of short sleeves.

Attendance can be expected

to rise with temperature until a point is reached where further increases
represent disutility for the fan.

This disutility associated with

extremely high temperatures may be large enough to no longer make baseball
games a utility maximizing activity for some fans, and thus some reduction
in attendance can be expected.

In general, however, weather would not

appear to be a very significant factor, since most of this nation's larger
2More theoretically, as density increases, the time cost of traveling to the game declines.
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population centers do not experience the extreme weather conditions.which
would adversely affect attendance.

3

Critical to any attendance projection is the presence of more than
one team in a city.

Although the population of Chicago is sizable, the

White Sox and Cubs had poor attendance over most of the sample period,
much of which can be attributed to the fact that they were competing for
the same fans.

This multi-team competitive factor is specified in the

model through use of a dummy variable.
Another metropolitan characteris.tic which may or may not have an
effect on baseball attendance is the presence of other professional
sports franchises.

Perhaps there is some degree of complementarity

between the presence of a football, basketball, or hockey team and baseball
attendance or, alternatively, fans may substitute one sport for another,
in which case the presence of other professional sports within a city has
a detrimental effect on baseball attendance.

Dummy variables for

professional basketball and hockey teams·are included in the model to
test for the presence of substitution and complementarity.

Unfortunately,

the model could not handle a football dunnny, since the design matrix was

completely singular for the American League sample.

Consequently, in

order to test for pooling between the American and National Leagues, the
variable had to be omitted.
Still on the topic of metropolitan characteristics, but on a
somewhat different slant, are socioeconomic characteristics.

The key

variable here in terms of the model is the percentage of workers employed

3

The fact that teams locate in areas without extreme weather
conditions may indicate weather is in fact important.

8

in manufacturing.

While no obvious correlation emerges on the surface,

the model will support the intuitive feelings of the author that the
main component of the market for baseball is the manufacturing sector.
This lends some support to the hypothesis that baseball is an inferior
good in the upper income ranges; however, this hypothesis does not appear
testable since the necessary data are only available for Census years~
The model does include deflated per capita income as an independent
variable, but this would not be able to pick up the inferiority--if
indeed it is present, since per capita income is not a good indicator of
the percentage of families with incomes over $15,000, the standard Census
classification.

Since per capita income is by its very nature an average,

the variance around the mean can be entirely different for two cities
with the same per capita income.
The third socioeconomic characteristic included in the model is
the crime rate.

In past decades, this would not have been an important

variable, but increasing crime in our cities is keeping people home,
particularly during the evening hours when most baseball games are played.
The model suggests, however, the possibility that the marginal impact of
crime (in terms of curtailed activity) decreases once the crime rate has
reached a certain level.

Thus, crime can be expected to reduce attendance

in those cities where crime has only recently become a major problem,
whereas little effect can be expected as the crime rate increases in
cities where the problem has been of major concern for many years.

CHAPTER III
TOWARD A THEORETICAL MODEL
While the intuitive arguments used up until this point provide .
for a good general understanding of factor influences, there must be a
sound theoretical basis for these beliefs in order to substantiate the
hypotheses involved.

Consequently, this section will provide more of

a theoretical basis for the model through use of graphical analysis and
classical optimization techniques.

Conditions of ceteris paribus are

assumed to prevail throughout.
Assuming that the tastes of new city residents are collectively
identical to those of established city residents, any k proportional
increase in population should lead to a similar increase in baseball
attendance, provided that there is no disutility attached to the accompanying increase in traffic congestion.

More theoretically, the marginal

propensity to consume baseball out of population is some constant
justification for a constant

o lies

o.

The

in the fact that individuals prefer

living with others in their same socioeconomic position.

Individuals of

similar socioeconomic status would tend to have similar preferences and
thus would be expected to consume baseball at approximately the same rate.
More realistically, however, one would expect congestion to indeed raise
the opportunity cost of baseball attendance.
past a certain level,

o will

As population increases

decline and baseball attendance will no

longer grow at the same rate as population (figure 1).
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Baseball
Attendance
(A)

A=
-

2

o POP

-A=

o POP

Congestion Disutility
Develops
Population (POP)

Fig. !.--Attendance as a function of population

Baseball
Attendance

Population Density
Fig. 2.--Attendance as a function of population density
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Population density is an excellent proxy for how distant the.
typical metropolitan resident is from the stadium.

Hence, the greater

the population density, the greater the baseball attendance, since
distance has costs.

The marginal attendance of density should be

positive but declining, since reductions in traveling distance have
less marginal utility as the base distance figure declines (Figure 2).
Stadium capacity is a critical variable when conditions of excess
demand for individual contests are prevalent.

As capacity increases,

overflow crowds will become more infrequent with the greatest impact
occurring initially, i.e., the marginal attendance of capacity is positive
but declining (Figure 3) .

The curve would become asymptotic when a given

stadium capacity completely absorbs the demand for every contest.

Any

increases to capacity past this point would be irrational; however, such
a point of negative returns to investment will undoubtedly
some excess demand is still present.

o~cur

while

The merits of further increases

to capacity can be evaluated by comparing the discounted future stream
of ticket revenue minus maintenance costs against building costs.
The fact that two teams are present in the same metropolitan area
should have a detrimental effect on the attendance of both teams, since
substitution will occur unless all fans consider the quality of play
exhibited by one team to be inferior to that of the other.

This is indeed

an extremely remote possibility in which case the inferior team would die·
an instant death.

The evaluation of a team's appeal has numerous

subjective elements which makes for disagreement among fans as to'which
team offers the highest

qu~lity

baseball experience.
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Baseball
Attendance

Stadium Capacity
Fig. 3.--Attendance as a function of stadium capacity
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Assume that aggregate utility maximization has yielded an
average attendance of A

for the city's only baseball franchise.

0

Suppose

now that league expansion has brought a new franchise to the city.

The

fan is faced with a situation of allocating his previous yearly consumption
between the two teams in such a way as to maximize his utility.
feasible set consists of a 45° isosceles triangle (Figure 4).

The
Assuming

that team one is generally thought to have more appeal, the majority of
fans will continue to attend the first team's games, an amo.unt A1 in
Figure 4.

The first team will never be able to reach its old attendance

marks (assuming a constant population), however, unless the second team
has zero appeal, the case of vertical indifference curves.
The two teams must, however, be drawing from exactly the same
market area for the above analysis to be correct, i.e., the basic assumption here is that each metropolitan resident is perfectly mobile within
the SMSA.

More realistically, the two teams' geographical markets will

not completely overlap.

Thus, the first team will only be sharing part

of its market with the new entry.

Assuming that the common market area

is l/x, the first team will be assured of (1-1/x)A
thus be allocating (l/x)A

0

0

patrons.

Fans will

between the two teams rather than A •
0

The

first team will capture Al fans from the common market (Figure 5) plus
the (1-1/x)A

0

fans which reside exclusively in their market.
I

This analysis inherently assumes, however, that the two teams are
substitutes when the possibility does exist that they may be complements.
Prior to the arrival of the second team in the city, the aggregate utility
maximization problem is:
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Team 2
A

0

A

Team 1

0

Fig. 4.--Inter-city expansion with coincident markets

Team 2
A

0

A'

2

A

0

Team 1

Fig. 5.--Inter-city expansion with semi-coincident markets
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Maximize U
s.t.

k + alogA + blogE

PAA+ PEE= Y

where

U = utility of entertainment,
A

baseball attendance (team 1),

E

consumption of all-purpose entertainment good E,

P

A

=price of baseball (team 1),

PE = price of E,
entertainment income.

Y

Forming the Lagrangian,

L = k + alog A+ blog E + A(Y - PEE - PAA) •
The necessary conditions for a maximum are:
(a)

dL
a
-=
A
ClA

p AA

0

(b)

a1
-= b
ClE
E

PEA

0

(c)

a1
y - p E - P A= 0
ay=
E
A

a
PE P A= 0
A

b
E

(a & b)

a
0
b - (Y - PAA)
PAA=

(from c)

b _

Ya+ a = 0
PAA

Ya= b + a
PAA

(1)

A

0

Ya
(b+a)P A
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With the arrival of the second team, the aggregate utility
maximization problem becomes:
Maximize U
s.t.

k + alog A + blog E + clog B
PAA+ PEE+ PBB = Y

where
B

baseball attendance (team 2),

PB

price of baseball (team 2).

Forming the Lagrangian,
L

=

k + alog A+ blog E +clog B + A(Y - PAA - PEE - PBB)

The necessary conditions for a maximum are:
(a)

(b)

-=

ClL
ClA

a
A

dL

b

dL
ClB

B

ClE

-=

(d)

ClL
ClA
a
A

(c & d)

y

0

E

( c)

(a & b)

0

c

0

y - P A - P E - P B

A

b
PE PA
E

E

B

0

= PAA+ PEE + .£A
c
y - PAA - ;\

substituting,
bP

a A
0
y
p
A
A
- A - (c/A)
AbPA
a
- 0
A YA. - P AA - c
A
-

(from a)

a
A

YA - a - c

0

0

.
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.AA.bP A
(2)

a(YA. - a - c)

=

A1 = a (YA. - a - c)
A.bP A
In order that A' > A , the following condition must hold:
0

y
- a - c
>
A.b
b + a

YA. - a - c >

b

YA.b

+

a

,;'

y;\b

YA. - a - b + a > c
(3)

b

YA.(l - b + a) - a > c

If the above condition (3) is satisfied, the two teams are complements,
since team one's attendance has risen with the addition of a second team.
Weather has an effect on the quality of baseball consumption, and
hence attendance.

Poor weather conditions raise the relative price of

attending baseball games, since the opportunity cost has increased.

This,

of course, assumes that poor weather affects the price of baseball
attendance more than the price of the all-purpose entertainment good.
equation (1), PA will increase, thereby lowering A0

•

In

Thus, poor weather

conditions have a detrimental effect on baseball attendance.
The socioeconomic characteristics (percentage employed in manufacturing, deflated per capita income, and the crime rate) represent a
further attempt to more precisely define the relative prices of baseball
and other forms of entertainment.

These relative prices are unique for

each individual, but some uniformity can be expected between individuals

18
with similar occupations and incomes.

Crime would be considered a '.'bad"

by most individuals and would affect attendance in much the same way as
poor weather conditions.

Assuming that increases in the crime rate raise

the relative price of baseball consumption, attendance will decline as
the crime rate rises.

Mathematically, PA increases in equation (1),

lowering A •
0

Team characteristics such as the overall quality of play and the
number of superstars have a major impact on each individual's opportunity
costs.

As team characteristics improve, the relative price of baseball

attendance goes down, since the opportunity cost has fallen.
consumption will rise as a result.

Baseball

The same effect will be apparent when

the league pennant race is very tight, and the outcome is uncertain.

In

such a case, the relative price of baseball will fall due to the substantial excitement connected with the viewing experience.
At first glance home television would seem to be detrimental to
attendance since this gives fans an opportunity to substitute the
television broadcast for actual game attendance.

Home television may,

however, stimulate interest in the team and increase attendance in much
the same way as improved team characteristics function, i.e., to lower
the relative price of baseball and favorably influence attendance.

CHAPTER IV
THE ECONOMETRIC MODEL
The question arises as to how accurately the theoretical postulates
developed in the previous section describe observed attendance patterns.
In short, what is the explanatory power of the theory in terms of reality?
The purpose of this section will be to empirically test the theoretical
postulates.

While the major emphasis will be on consistency between the

theoretical model and the empirical findings, the econometric model will
additionally provide insight into the magnitude of the cross-elasticities,
and thus provide a basis for determining the relative importance of each
variable in terms of influencing attendance.

Since regression analysis

is subject to the problems of multicollinearity and sample limitations,
any deviations from the theoretical postulates may represent empirical
difficulties.

Consequently, such variations should be examined carefully

before reaching a decision as to the validity of the empirical results.
The Model
The attendance function developed within has seventeen arguments,
all of which were discussed earlier with the exception of the dunnny
variable for expansion.
A

The basic model specification was as follows:

a +b 1 POP +b 2 DEN +b 3 C +b 4 TEMP +b 5 FAC +b 7Y +b 8 CR +b 9PER +b 10 PERL
+b 11s +b 12 GB +b 13 T +b 14B +b 15 H +b 16HOME +b 17E
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where
POP = population of the SMSA (expressed in l,OOOs),
DEN = population density of the SMSA,

c

= stadium capacity,

TEMP = temperature (average figure for the months April through
September, inclusive),

PRE = precipitation (total figure for the months April through
September, inclusive),
FAC

percentage employed in manufacturing (SMSA data),

y = deflated per capita income,

CR
PER
PERL

crime rate (per 100,000 of population),
current year's winning percentage,
lagged winning percentage,

S =number of All-Stars (for the current year),
GB= absolute value of games behind (for the current year);
the dummy variables are:
T =presence of two teams (within the SMSA),
B =presence of professional basketball (NBA or ABA),
H

HOME
E

presence of professional hockey (NHL),
home television (defined as more than ten games annually),"
expansion (1969).

This regression was run for the sample period 1966-1969.

All major

league teams were included except for the Houston Astros, San Diego Padres,
Montreal Expos, Kansas City Royals, and the Seattle Pilots (Milwaukee
Brewers).

The removal of the Astros from the sample was necessitated by

the perfect weather

condit~ons

prevailing in the Astrodome.

The remaining

clubs which were dropped from the sample were 1969 expansion teams and

21

consequently lacked a lagged winning percentage.

A double log transforma-

tion was performed on the basic model specification given above in order
that elasticity estimates could be obtained.

All results were obtained

using the Regression Analysis Program for Economists (RAPE), authored by
William J. Raduchel of Harvard University.
The Results
In general, the empirical findings are consistent with the theoretical model; however, there are some very noticeable deviations involving
stadium capacity, population, and the crime rate.

No attempt will be

made here to evaluate these variations since this is the basic theme of
a later section.

On the plus side, the cross-elasticities of manufacturing

and population density are positive and significant.

This result is

interesting, since these two factors seem to carry little weight in
location decisions, but apparently are very important considerations
(see Tables 1, 2, and 3).
Hypothesis Testing
The p-value given in the results represents the level at which the
given variable is significantly different from zero, thus all single
variable hypothesis tests have been performed as part of the RAPE regression package.

Hypothesis testing involving simultaneous restrictions

which force two or murc variables to be simultaneously equal to zero are
desirable in this situation, since some of the variables are part of a
larger classification as in the case of temperature and precipitation
which jointly are a proxy f9r weather quality.
restrictions to be tested are:

The simultaneous
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TABLE 1
THE MAJOR LEAGUES (POOLED)
Expected
Elasticity Sign

Elasticity Estimate

T(58)

P-Value_

POP

+

0.35980E-01

0.314

o. 754347

DEN

+

0 .1566 7

1.130

0.263232

c

+

-.48665E-01

-.212

0.833109

TEMP

+

3.0018

3.110

0.002899

-1. 488

0.142295

Variable

PRE
FAC
y

-.65891E-01

+

0.21669

2.198

0.031960

+,-

-.31608

-.380

0.705657

0.38488

2 .184

0.033028

CR
PER

+

0.54520

1.161

0.250228

PERL

+

0.96903E-01

0.328

0.744003

s

+

0. 25440

2.045

0.045423

- .10316

-1. 953

0.055600

-.568

0. 5 71899

-1.235

0.221933

GB

-.98321E-01

T
B

+ -

-.13610

H

+' -

0.65016E-01

0.633

0.529163

0.12552

0.758

0.451814

-.17306

-1. 883

0.064765

'

HOME
E
R2
F(l7, 58)

+' -

0.5924
4.959

0.000002
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TABLE 2
THE AMERICAN LEAGUE
Expected
Elasticity Sign

Elasticity Estimate

T(22)

P-Value

POP

+

-.60972E-01

-.326

o. 747237

DEN

+

b.54424

2.566

0.017638

c

+

-3.939

0.000700

TEMP

+

-.24414

-.136

0.893308

-.26122E-01

-.470

0.642756

+

0. 21082

2.541

0.018631

+,-

0.70558

0.738

0.468300

0.25331

1.300

0.206990

Variable

PRE

FAC
y

CR

-1.0407

PER

+

0.97783

1. 726

0.098339

PERL

+

0.48185

1.700

0.103320

s

+

0.82422E-01

0.542

0.593538

-.48931E-03

-.008

0.993827

-1.159

0.258993

-.398

0.694176

-1. 221

0.234988

-.261

0.796498

-1. 319

0.200830

GB

,.

-.21961

T
B

+,-

- . 72118E-01

H

+,-

-.20384
-.51927E-01

HOME

E
R2
F(l7,22)

+ '

-.12583
0. 8389
6.741

0.000028
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TABLE 3
THE NATIONAL LEAGUE

Variable

Expected
Elasticity Sign

Elasticity Estimate

T(l8)

P-Value

POP

+

- . 42921E-Ol

-.434

0.669582

DEN

+

0.30222

2.304

0.033365

c

+

2. 7195

6.128

0.000009

TEMP

+

-1.0835

-1.011

0. 325639

0.23128E-01

0.539

0 .596239

+

0.62071

3.035

0 .007117

+,-

2.4405

1.319

0. 203716

-1.1286

-2.932

0.008904

PRE

FAC
y

CR
PER

+

0.57498

1.447

0.165136

PERL

+

0.37231

1.332

0.199560

s

+

0.18487

1. 762

0.095061

GB

- . 76 830E-01

-1.161

0.260928

T

0.21233E-02

0.007

0.994275

B

+,-

0.10034

1.075

0.296435

H

+,-

0.50823E-01

0.562

0.581284

-1. 598

0.127485

0.948

0.355885

HOME
E
R2
F(l7,18)

-.30263

+,-

0. 94111E-01
0.9391
16.326

0.000000
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1.

The population and density elasticities are both zero.

2.

The temperature and precipitation elasticities are both zero.

3.

The elasticities of current winning percentage, lagged winning
percentage, and the number of All-Stars are all equal to zero.

4.

The basketball and hockey elasticities are both zero.

5.

American and National League attendance is drawn from the same
sample (pooling).

The suitable method for testing these restrictions is the F-test.

The

test statistic U is defined as follows:
(SSR2 - SSR1 )/R
(SSR 1 )/DF

u
where
SSR2

sum of squares of residuals (restricted),

SSR1 =sum of squares of residuals (unrestricted),
R =number of restrictions,
DF = degrees of freedom.
U will follow an F(R,DF).

The results appear in Table 4.

The population variables are not as significant as expected, but
there is undoubtedly a multicollinearity problem involving several
variables which is understating the effect of population magnitude and
density.

Although there is no obvious multicollinearity problem,

correlation analysis reveals that population, density, per capita income,
home television, and the presence of two teams are fairly well correlated,
and thus may be working together to distort the effects of the population
variables, in particular, the population magnitude.
While the hypothesis that weather has no effect is rejected for
the pooled sample, the American and National League tests give strong
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TABLE 4
HYPOTHESIS TESTS
Hypothesis

u

Critical F

(.05)

Decision

Pooled:

b =b =O
1 2

1.0994

3 .16

b =b =O
4 5

4.9374

3.16

Reject

b9=b1o=b11= 0

5.0090

2. 77

Reject

b14=b15=0

1.0018

3.16

Cannot Reject

b =b =O
1 2

5.4291

3.44

Reject

b =b =O
4 5

0.2746

3.44

Cannot Reject

b9=b1o=b11=0

6.5594

3.05

Reject

b14=b15"'.'0

1. 7100

3.44

Cannot Reject

2.6649

3.55

Cannot Reject

b =b =O
4 5

0.6793

3.55

Cannot Reject

b9=b1o=bn=o

4. ll22

3.16

Reject

b14=b15=0

0.6046

3.55

Cannot Reject

6.9188

1.87

Reject

Cannot Reject

American League:

National League:

b =b =O
1 2

'

Pooling:
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support to the hypothesis.

The American and National League results are

in agreement with the model logic discussion which postulated that
weather should be of minor importance.

Weather may very well be an

important factor, but there is not enough variance in weather conditions
across the samples to reveal a significant cross-elasticity for weather.
The fact that weather is an important factor in the pooled sample may
reflect the greater variance in weather conditions which can be expected
as the sample size is increased.
There appears to be no evidence that other professional sports
act as substitutes or complements.

This is not too surprising since there

is little overlapping of seasons among the various professional sports.
Evidently, individuals like to allocate their entertainment income
proportionally over the year, even when one sport is definitely preferable to all the rest.
Team quality proves to be of utmost importance as was conjectured
earlier.

Fan interest and support seem to depend on the quality of the

team more than any other variable.

Thus, the quality of a team's farm

system becomes very important, since this is the main way a team
perpetuates itself.

This is not to say that trades may not have a major

role, but a team's trading strength is directly proportional to the
current quality of the team.
The rejection of pooling leads one to believe that a critical
variable has been left out of the model, since the two leagues should be
homogeneous.

This possibility of a critical omission is explored in more

depth in the next section •.

CHAPTER V
ANALYZING THE RESULTS
With the exception of population, capacity, and the crime rate,
there are no obvious deviations from the theoretical postulates presented
earlier.

Thus, the empirical findings seem to provide fairly good support

for the theoretical model.

The deviations mentioned above become plausible

upon investigation and make for some interesting hypotheses concerning
the demand for baseball.
The population elasticity is positive in the pooled regression,
but negative for the American and National League regressions, although
very small in both cases.

Both the negative sign and magnitude of the

elasticity is disturbing, but can be explained by noting that there is
a high correlation between population and density ranging from .73 to
.84, depending on the sample.

Evidently the density variable is picking

up some of the population effects and thereby results in an understated
population elasticity.
While the National League capacity elasticity is positive as
expected, the figure for the American League is negative, although smaller
in magnitude.
the .001 level.

Additionally, both elasticity estimates are significant at
Since there is no multicollinearity problem here, the

results seem puzzling at first glance.

An examination of the data,

however, reveals that many of the National League clubs were playing in
small stadiums during this period, which made the average stadium capacity
28
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for the National League much smaller thari that for the American League
(43,262 for the National League as compared to 50,239 for the American).
This suggests that there is some optimal capacity figure within this
range.

From the fan's point of view, how does stadium capacity affect the

quality of the baseball experience?

The average distance from the field

would definitely be greater in larger stadiums which would act to reduce
the utility of attendance.

Fan-player interaction would be dampened and,

furthermore, since the average distance between patrons would be greater,
there would be less unifying spirit among the fans.

All these factors

would tend to reduce the utility of attendance, thus the optimal capacity
figure would occur where further additions to capacity absorb excess
demand at the same rate as new excess supply is created (by virtue of
size disutility).
The crime rate elasticity is negative and significant for the
National League, but positive for the American League, although only
significant at the .20 level.

Thus, the hypothesis that the crime rate

has a detrimental effect on attendance appears shaky in light of the
empirical evidence, since correlation analysis dismisses the possibility
of multicollinearity.

Since the average crime rate is significantly

greater in the American League, one plausible explanation is that the
marginal impact of crime on entertainment declines as the crime rate
increases, implying that crime has the greatest effect initially.
The effects of the 1969 expansion are somewhat nebulous as was
feared.

While the effect is negative for the pooled and American League

Samples, the effect is positive although very small in magnitude for the
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National League sample.

None of the elasticities are significant at the

.OS level, thus most likely the negative effect of the expansion, ceteris
paribus, was completely offset by the positive effect associated with the
new divisional format.
There seems to be no evidence of substitution or complementarity
between other professional sports and baseball attendance.

The simult.aneous

restriction that the cross-elasticities of basketball and hockey are both
zero cannot be rejected at any reasonable significance level.
Undoubtedly the variables having the greatest effect on attendance
are the quality variables (current winning percentage, lagged winning
percentage, and the number of All-Stars).

The restriction that all

quality elasticities are simultaneously equal to zero is rejected for all
three samples.

This lends support to the well established idea that

winning is an important factor in drawing power.
While the quality variables have a major impact on attendance in
accordance with theoretical postulates, the magnitude of the GB elasticity
is exceedingly small.

Logic and theory would point toward a significant

negative elasticity, but the empirical results do not support this view.
Some multicollinearity with winning percentage and number of All-Stars
is present, but does not seem severe enough to significantly distort the
results.

Evidently, the absolute value of games behind does not influence

attendance to the degree that theory and logic would predict.
The tests support the hypothesis developed in the model logic
section that weather has no effect on attendance.

The U values for the

American and National League tests are significantly lower than the
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critical F, implying that weather plays a minor role, indeed.

Extr~me

weather conditions should have a detrimental effect on attendance, but
the variance among the two weather variables was not great enough to
reveal this· effect.
The rejection of pooling is puzzling.
Leagues should be homogeneous.

The American and National

Assuming that the two leagues are inde.ed

homogeneous, an important explanatory variable has been left out of the
model.

The omitted variable is undoubtedly the overall quality of play

in each of the two leagues.

These inter-league quality differences are

hard to measure, since the two leagues rarely confront each other on the
playing field except for the All-Star game and the World Series.

Most

observers of the game, however, would agree that the National League is
a higher quality league and additionally has most of the superstars in
the sport today.

These inter-league quality differences have biased

the results and perhaps account for the conflicting capacity and crime
rate elasticities.

CHAPTER VI

A FINAL APPRAISAL
Throughout this paper the main focus has been on the direction
of a variable's effect rather than the magnitude thereof.

The time has

come, however, to rank the major variables in terms of importance while
.;

giving consideration to both the size of the elasticity and the significance level.
Current winning percentage has a consistently high elasticity
(>.5) regardless of the sample and would rank first.

The income and

capacity elasticities are larger in magnitude and, in the case of
capacity, more significant, but the signs are not consistent across
samples.

There is just too much variance in the income and capacity

elasticities to ascertain the direction of the true effect.

In short,

income or capacity may prove to be the most influential variable, but
the possibility of type II error is too great with the available results.
The second most influential variable would appear to be population
density; however, the multicollinearity between population and density
may be overstating the true density elasticity.

Close behind population

density in terms of favorably influencing attendance is lagged winning
percentage, another one of the quality indicators.

The fourth factor of

importance is the percentage of workers employed in manufacturing, the
main component of the market for baseball.
Temperature, precipitation, the absolute value of games behind,
home television, and other professional sports appear to have little
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effect on attendance.

Evidently home television stimulates team

in~erest

and hence attendance at the same rate as fans substitute television
broadcasts for actual game attendance.

None of the variables are clearly

detrimental to attendance, although the National League regression does
yield a negative and significant crime rate elasticity.
Recapping, the attendance model developed in this paper suggests
that there are four important factors influencing the demand for baseball,
all of which are positive in effect:
1.

Current winning percentage;

2.

Population density;

3.

Lagged winning percentage;

4.

Percentage employed in manufacturing.

The main difficulty with the model specification was the inability
to develop a suitable proxy for inter-league quality differences.

Many

of the inconsistencies between samples may be a result of this omission
which unfortunately appears difficult to remedy.

The study must be

termed a success, however, on the basis that two critical arguments in
the attendance function have been revealed, namely population density
and the percentage employed in manufacturing.

The poor attendance that

has plagued teams in the city of Washington, D. C. may in large part be
due to these factors.
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The factors influencing shifts in the demand for professional
baseball are investigated.

Initially, the logical framework behind

attendance patterns is presented as a prelude to the theoretical model.
Graphical analysis and classical optimization techniques are then used
to transform the model logic discussion into a theoretical model.

Lastly,

the validity of the theoretical postulates is tested through use of
regression analysis.

All the empirical findings are tabulated and

analyzed in light of the theoretical model in order to determine the
relative impact of each variable on attendance.

Current winning percent-

age, population density, lagged winning percentage, and the percentage of
workers employed in manufacturing prove to be of utmost importance.

